If you park at Mollyhugger Hill Parking Lot, and cross the road (south of GA Hwy 190) you are going east on the trail down the mountain. About .4 mile in you come to large rock and a sign on the right. Follow the site trail to the three small tent sites on the hillside. This site was reworked in 1998-1999 as an Eagle Scout project. In 2001, Scouts reworked the access trail. There is only one fire ring just below the tent sites with a nice sitting area. Water: It is a 1/4 mile down a marked water trail to a small spring southwest of the site. Sign at the spring reads “Raiford’s Spring”, named after Raiford Story, the scout who reworked the site and spring. His parents (Bill and Lynn Story) still clean/maintain the campsite. Since there is the one fire ring at the camp, and room for only 3 tents, this is a single permit use site, meaning only one person/couple or small group of about 6 will be issued a permit for this site.